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Abstract
Diffuse optical spectroscopy (DOS) and diffuse optical
tomography (DOT) are non-invasive breast cancer
assessment modalities which employ near-infrared (NIR)
light to measure optical properties of biological tissue.
These properties cannot be measured by other methods
including X-ray mammography, ultrasound (US) and
magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) which are main breast
cancer diagnosis tools. The objective of this paper is to test
and validate a recently designed and developed hand-held
continuous-wave radio-frequency modulated diffuse optical
spectroscopy probe in a clinical trial performed on patients
who diagnosed to have breast cancer. The probe has an
encapsulated light emitting diode (eLED) including four
wavelengths (690 nm, 750 nm, 800 nm and 850 nm) and
two photodiodes located in reflectance geometry. The
direct approach method has been used to extract
concentration of two main chronophers in the breast tissue
including deoxy-hemoglobin (Hb) and oxy-hemoglobin
(HbO2). The results of the clinical trial, which included
fourteen patients, show that the RF-DOS probe can
correctly classify the cancerous lesion from healthy tissue in
the breast. The results prove that the absorption coefficient
of the breast tumor is higher than normal tissue due to
higher vascularization level in four mentioned wavelengths.
Conclusively, the results show 92 percent sensitivity for the
extracted absorption coefficient.
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Introduction
Breast near-infrared (NIR) diffuse optical tomography (DOT)
and diffuse optical spectroscopy (DOS) have been used as novel
methods for the characterization and detection of breast tumors
[1,2]. In DOS and DOT, the optical properties of the biological
tissues, primarily the absorption and the scattering coefficient of
the tissue, are measured in the NIR range at different locations
of the breast [3-5]. In DOT imaging systems, sources and
detectors are placed around the object to image it in different

geometric configurations [6]. For image reconstruction, the
absorption coefficient at each voxel arises from the summation
of the absorption for different chromophores or dyes at each
voxel [7,8]. Therefore, by using the absorption coefficient, the
concentration of each chromophore at each voxel can be
reconstructed. The main concentration constituents in breast
tissue that can be reconstructed from the absorption coefficient
are oxy-hemoglobin, deoxy-hemoglobin, water, and fat [9-11].
The oxygen saturation in the tissue can be calculated by
measuring the concentration of oxy-hemoglobin and deoxyhemoglobin [2,12].
One of the earliest clinical studies involving the use of DOT to
detect breast cancer was conducted by Colak et al. [13]. The
main purpose of their study was to detect in-homogeneities in
breast tissue in vivo using Philips' optical mammography
prototype system [14]. The experiment was conducted on 14
subjects, which 4 measurements failed due to experimental
malfunction. The measured results showed that the system is
capable of detecting in-homogeneities with about 90% success
rate [13]. Another group investigated DOT’s ability to monitor
the effects of chemotherapy on cancerous lesions [15,16]. Also,
There are a number of handheld diffuse optical probes which
are implemented and tested to diagnose breast cancer and
screening, and reported in [4,17-25].
In this paper, we present the clinical results of a newly
developed radio frequency modulated diffuse optical
spectroscopy probe. In order to evaluate the performance of the
probe, an experimental study was performed on optical
phantoms, which mimic the optical properties of the breast
tissue. The results of the phantoms study demonstrated that the
introduced probe and method accurately measure the optical
properties of biological tissue in vivo and that there is no need
to use laser diodes or fiber-coupled laser diodes as a light source
[23]. The promising results from phantoms study motivated us
to test the probe over cancerous tissue in vivo. Therefore, we
applied the techniques over malignant breast tumors using
contralateral healthy body tissue as a control. This research was
conducted in collaboration with the Fraser Health and Jim
Pattison Outpatient Care and Surgery Centre-JPOCSC. The
clinical study was performed under the Fraser Health Research
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Ethics Board and Simon Fraser University Ethics Board (SFU
study Number: 2015s0156, FHREB Number: FHREB2014-065,
principals: Dr. Farid Golnaraghi, Simon Fraser University, and Dr.
Rhonda Janzen, JPOCSC).

Materials and Methods
Diffuse optical spectroscopy probe instrumentation
In this study, we have used a newly designed hand-held
continuous wave radio frequency modulated diffuse optical
spectroscopy (RF-DOS) system to measure optical properties of
breast tissue [23]. The RF-DOS instrument and the probe layout
are presented in Figures 1a and 1b.
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application. These two photodiodes are placed 22.5 mm and
32.5 mm away from the light source (eLED).
The intensity of the LEDs with wavelengths of 690 nm, 750
nm, 800 nm and 850 nm are modulated with 8 kHz, 10 KHz, 12
KHz and 14 KHz, respectively. An impedance spectroscope
(Zurich Instruments Inc.-HF2IS) is used to generate the required
signals for the light sources, collect measured signals, process
them, and then pass the results to the host computer. The
intensity of light sources is modulated to allow the device to
illuminate the breast tissue simultaneously with all wavelengths,
and improve the rejection of ambient light and noises. The
device design and implementation are fully explained by
Shokoufi and Golnaraghi [23].

Protocol
This study was conducted at JPOCSC on fourteen patients.
After initial interviews and following the ethical approval
protocols, the patients were asked to lie down on their backs,
the skin where the probe was to be placed was cleaned with
alcohol prep pads prior to the application of the probe, and
then, we placed the probe on the location of their tumor. The
same procedure was performed on the contralateral side of the
breast. Each test procedure took approximately 10 min.

Study population
Figure 1a: Source-detector configuration on the probe.

In this study, a performance of the RF-DOS probes is
successfully investigated in an initial clinical trial on subjects
who were diagnosed with breast tumor. We collected
preliminary data with RF-DOS probes while the probe was
located on the breast where diagnosed to have malignant tissue
and its contralateral location on the healthy breast. The
objective of this study is to process and analyse collected data
with the probe and explore performance of the probes to
diagnose and characterize cancerous lesion in the breast, in vivo.
Table 1 briefly presents the information of patients who were
recruited in the study.
Table 1: Brief clinical reports of the patients who have
voluntarily enrolled in this study.

Figure 1b: Photograph of the RF-DOS probe.
In the RF-DOS probe, we used an encapsulated LED light
source that emits four wavelengths in the near-infrared range
including 690 nm, 750 nm, 800 nm and 850 nm (Marubeni
America Corporation L690/750/800/850). These particular
wavelengths are selected because breast fat has a minimum
absorption coefficient at the mentioned wavelengths [26] which
is the main constituent of the breast tissue (57%) [10]. The
illuminated light penetrates in the breast tissue and backscattered light is detected via two PIN photodiodes (Vishay
Semiconductor Inc. TEMD5010X01) that have high
photosensitivity, high radiant sensitivity, and fast response times
for near-infrared radiation, thus making them suitable for our
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Numb
er of
Patient
s

Age/S
ex

Tumor Position

Tumor size

Tumor type

2.5*0.8*0.8
1

53/F

Left Breast, 3-4 O’clock

cm

BIRADS: 4a

2

62/F

Left Breast, 1 O’clock

2.2*1.7*1.7
cm

BIRADS: 4a

3

84/F

Right Breast, 9 O’clock

10 mm

Noninvasive

4

79/F

Left Breast, 2 O’clock

7 mm

BIRADS: 4b

5

44/F

Right Breast, 1 O’clock

2.5*1.7*3.5
cm

BIRADS: 5

6

42/F

Right Breast,
O’clock

24 mm

BIRADS: 4b

10-11
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7

59/F

Left Breast, 12 O’clock

23*22*15
mm

BI-RADS:
4C

8

56/F

Left Breast, 2-3 O’clock

1.6 cm

BI-RADS:
4a

9

63/F

Left Breast, 5 O’clock

12*9*9 mm

BI-RADS: 5

10

53/F

Left Breast, 3-4 O’clock

1.7*1.2*2.4
cm

BI-RADS: 5

11

57/F

Right Breast, 1 O’clock

12*8*8 mm

BI-RADS:
4c

12

54/F

Right Breast, 12 O’clock

15 mm

BI-RADS: 5

13

61/F

Right nipple

N/A

Paget’s
disease

14

78/F

Left Breast, 3 O’clock

13*11*11
mm

BI-RADS:
4B

Clinical Results
After verification of the developed RF-DOS probe, using
phantoms as described by Shokoufi and Golnaraghi [23], the
next step was to test the RF-DOS probe on breast tissue, in vivo.
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To verify performance of the probe on both malignant and
healthy breast tissues, we examined fourteen volunteers who
have been diagnosed with breast cancer. In order to negate the
effects of body movement caused by heartbeat and respiration,
the measurement was performed five times. Figure 2 presents
the mean and standard deviation of measured intensity and the
extracted absorption coefficient for four different wavelengths
for patient number 2 while the probe positioned on cancer’s
location and its contralateral healthy site. The blue and the
yellow bars are the extracted data for left and right breasts,
respectively.
Patient 2: The NIR data were obtained from a 62 year old
female volunteer with breast cancer. According to the clinical
data, she was diagnosed with two solid lobulated irregular
masses located in the left breast at 3 O’clock and 4 O’clock
position. After performing the test, we were able to extract
absorption coefficients for both the malignant and healthy
breast tissue, using raw data collected from the two detectors
located 22.5 mm and 32.5 mm, respectively from the light
source (eLED).

Figure 2: a, b) Intensity of scattered light from left breast with the cancerous tissue under the probe, and its contralateral healthy
tissue on the right breast, for source-detector separations of 22.5 mm and 32.5 mm. c, d) extracted absorption.
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The results show that the absorption coefficient of the
malignant breast was more than the healthy breast.

Discussion
A total of 28 NIR data acquisitions were performed on 14
tumor locations and their contralateral on healthy breasts. In a
study by Shokoufi and Golnaraghi [23], the RF-DOS probe was
tested on phantoms made of breast tissue-like material and
their ability to measure optical properties was promising. The
initial clinical study results are presented in Figure 3 in the form
of bar graph. Figures 3a and 4b show the ratio of the backscattered intensity (tumor/healthy) measured at 22.5 mm and
32.5 mm away from the light source, respectively.
Figure 4: a) Ratio of extracted absorption coefficients
(healthy/cancerous) measured at a distance of 22.5 mm from
the light source. b) Ratio extracted absorption coefficient
(healthy/cancerous) measured at a distance of 32.5 mm from
the light source.

Concentration of Chromophores
Four main chromophores contribute to the attenuation at
wavelength λ in breast tissue, and the multi-spectral directapproach method is employed to extract the two main
absorbers’ concentration in two different path lengths for r=22.5
mm and r=32.5 mm [27].
Figure 3: Ratio of Intensity (tumor/ healthy) measured at
detectors located at a) 22.5 mm and b) 32.5 mm from the
light source (eLED).

Figure 5 shows Hb and HbO2 concertation ratio for healthy
and diseased tissue for two path lengths.

Overall, the results show that the breasts with cancer have
decreased backscattered light intensity compared to the healthy
breasts, for all the four wavelengths (690 nm, 750 nm, 800 nm
and 850 nm). Thus, the ratio of intensities, with tumors to
without, should be less than one.
A deeper understanding of the physiological differences
between malignant and healthy breast tissues is further
explored by comparing the absorption coefficients between
individual patients. The aspect ratio of the absorption coefficient
of the healthy breast to the cancerous one is shown in Figure 4.
Figures 4a and 5b also show that the ratio of the absorption
coefficients for the breast with malignancy at four wavelengths
(690 nm, 750 nm, 800 nm and 850 nm) in both locations (22.5
mm and 32.5. mm) are higher than normal tissue, due to their
increased vascularization, which is consistent with the literature,
except for case study four. The probe did not detect the tumor
due to its small size (7 mm in diameter) and depth, located nine
cm away from the nipple. The results from the comparison bar
graphs of absorption coefficients for all the patients show a
promising detection rate (sensitivity) of 92 percent while the
mammography sensitivity is around 67 present [2].

4

Figure 5: a) Ratio of extracted chromophore’ concentrations
(healthy/cancerous) measured at a distance of 22.5 mm from
the light source, b) Ratio of extracted chromophore’
concentrations (healthy/cancerous) measured at a distance of
32.5 mm from the light source.
As Figure 5 shows, these parameters vary in cancerous and
healthy tissue due to a higher level of absorption caused by
greater vascularization in cancerous tissue. For all patients, the
This article is available from: http://www.jbiomeds.com/

average value of oxy-hemoglobin and deoxy-hemoglobin
concentrations (healthy/cancerous) is less than one, which
shows the higher concentration of these two main
chromophores in the cancerous tissue except case study number
four, as previously explained.
Table 2 summarizes the clinical trial results of fourteen
patients using RF-DOS probe.
Table 2: Summary of clinical trial results using DOS probe.
Case
study

Cancerous
breast

Description

1

Left

Tumor correctly detected

2

Left

Tumor correctly detected

3

Left

Tumor correctly detected

4

Right

Tumor is not detected due to depth of tumor

5

Left

Tumor correctly detected

6

Right

Tumor correctly detected

7

Right

Tumor correctly detected

8

Left

Tumor correctly detected

9

Left

Tumor correctly detected

10

Left

Tumor correctly detected

11

Right

Tumor correctly detected

12

Right

Tumor correctly detected

13

Right

Tumor correctly detected

14

Left

Tumor correctly detected

The developed diffuse optical spectroscopy probe is capable
of providing the optical data (absorption and scattering
coefficients) of tissue, as well as their changes in the breast
tissue with the help of developed software and hardware. As the
results were consistent with the literature, this study
conclusively proves that the RF-DOS probe can differentiate
between malignant and healthy breast tissue in vivo.
For these experiments, we used off self-hardware for data
acquisition and signal generation which is heavy and bulky. In
the next phase of the project, we will be redesigning the device
to be more compact, with all the components integrated into a
single device, which will be more ergonomic and user-friendly.
The intensity of the light source will be variable and further
development will be done to automate the device to reduce
operational error.
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properties. In this paper, we reported clinical results obtained
with recently developed radio frequency modulated diffuse
optical spectroscopy (DOS-RF) probe to measure optical
properties of breast tissue, in vivo. Fourteen patients who
diagnosed with breast cancer conducted in this study voluntarily.
The optical properties of cancerous tissue and its contralateral
healthy site were measured, in order to have comparison
between them.
The results showed that in 92 percent of cases, absorption
coefficient of cancerous tissue is higher than healthy tissue at
almost all the wavelengths (690 nm, 750 nm, 800 nm and 850
nm). The extracted data demonstrated that RF-DOS probe can
identify the cancerous region from the surrounding healthy
tissue, as the cancerous regions have higher absorption
coefficient due to higher levels of vascularization in comparison
to healthy tissue. The clinical results have correlated well with
the cancer locations obtained by other clinical modalities such
as X-ray mammography and MRI. We have to perform several
clinical studies on different subject population (healthy, benign
and suspicions lesion) to calculate accuracy, specificity and
positive predictive value for the probe.
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